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In the news

Gorbachev may halt nuclear testing

Soviet leader Mikhail S. Gorb achev stated in January
that if the
United States stopped nuclea r testing , the Soviets would continue to
refrain from testing also. Now, in February, Gorbachev has said he is
no longer bound by this agreement. It is only a matter of days until the
U.S.S.R. begins testing again. The United States refused the
agreement because they declared the Soviets were ahead of them in
testing. Saturday, American scientists were ordered by the Soviet
government to shut off their equipment which monitored soviet
testing.

Reagan's part in arms deal reaffirmed

Robert McFarlane, President Reagan's former national security
ad\isor, re-stated last Saturday to the Commission investigating the
Iran-Contra affair, that Reagan did approve the first shipment of
American arms to Iran in August of 1985. This directly contradicts
White House Chief of Staff, Donald Regan's claim that President
Reagan did not approve the frrst shipment of arms to Iran.

International meeting held to boost dollar

Due to the weak value of the American dollar, Treasury Secretary
James Baker met with finance ministers from Japan, West Germany,
France, Britain, Canada, and Italy in Paris, in hopes of boosting the
value of the dollar. The weak dollar ha made foreign goods more
expensive in the United States which caused the Japanese and German
economies to slump. A stronger dollar will reduce the cost of foreign
pr oducts and help boost the economi� of Japan and We:;t Germany.

Kern County Deputy arrested for murder

On Feb. 13, Deputy David Keith Rogers of the Kern Country

Sheriff's Dept., was arrested for the murder of a young, unidentified
prostitute. Rogers confessed to the murder and revealed that he shot
her six times because she lashed out at him after he refused to pay her
SSO.OO for a trick. Rogers is also being charged with the Feb. 1986
murder of prostitute Janine Benintende. Her body was found in the
same canal as the unidentified woman but Rogers denounced the
accusation. Although he admitted to one of the murders, Rogers
pleaded not guilty to both counts of first-degree murder. Both Rogers'
family and his coworkers are both shocked and hurt. He has been
accused of costing the police department public trust. R?gers has no
.
real explanation, and an attempt is being made to keep h1s confess1on

from being used as evidence.
Local

Do you know of an outstanding COP senior that you would like o
no minate for commencement speaker in May? If you do, then you ll
have to act quickly because the deadline is March 2, 1987 _An ad hoc
_.
1. Academic record 2. Abiltty to. best
a>nunittee \\-ill look at:
represent the graduating seniors 3. Ability to develop a meamngful
Slleech and deliver it effectively.
.
Applications are available and due in the College of the Paclfic:
Dean's office, 110 Wendell Phillips Center, by 5 p.m. Monday, March
2.
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lambda Kappa Sigma awards scholarship

Tr� of
l..e Hue Tran daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ton Nhwt
l
Cerritos, CA, h� been awarded the Cora E. Craven Edu�uona
for
y
errut
Frat
Grant by Lambda Kappa Sigma, the International
Women in Pharmacy.
.
.
g�ate Cha Pter of Lambda
l..e H ue is a member of Alpha Xi Colle
rmacy at
Kappa Sigma and is a student enrolled in the School of Pha
University of the Pacific.
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SIS de n hopefuls interviewed
By Patty Fellows

Asst. News Ed1tor

he second candidate for the
deanship of the School of
International Studies was on cam
pus Monday and Tuesday to be in
terviewed by University faculty
and administration. This prospec
tive dean is UOP's own Director of
the Office of International
Programs, Dr. Cortland Smith.
Smith is currently acting dean of
the School of International Studies
and was chair of the Ad Hcc
Committee on International
Studies, the committee which for
mally created the new Inter
national Studies Program.
Smith received his B.A., M.A.,
and Ph.D. in political science from
the University of California at
Berkeley. He is a member o. Phi
Beta Kappa, Phi Kappa Phi, and
Pi Sigma Alpha, a political science
honor society. He has received the
United Nations Interne Pro
gramme and the UOP Tea<:hir<

T
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Smith began at UOP as an assis
tant professor of political science at
Callison College in 1970, a position
he held until 1977. During that
time he became director of the
Taiwan Program and the Callison
Speaker's Bureau. He became an
associate professor of political sci
ence in 1977 and a Professor in
1982. At that time he also became

director of the Office of Interna
tional Programs, a position which
requires the administration of the
study abroad program and the in
ternational studies major, faculty
development abroad, and interna
tional public programming.
Part of Smith's interview proce
dure included an Open Meeting
with students in the Bechtel Interna
tional Center on Monday. Though
students were notified well in
advance, not one attended the
meeting. According to Howard
Moseley, an SIS student, no one
showed up for the meeting because
no one needed to question Dr.
Smith. "The students' absence was
a silent affirmation of Smith," said
Moseley. "We all know his creden
tials are up to standards and we
don't doubt him. ''
The interviews for SIS dean con
tinued this week with the visit of
another
candidat e,
Jerome
Bookin-Weiner of Old Dominion
University in Norfolk, Virginia.
Bookin-Weiner received his -

bto1

#

at

Columbia University, his B.A. in
history at Dickenson College, and
a Diploma of Arabic Language
Studies from the Universite de Tu
nis in Tunesia.
Presently, Bookin-Weiner is an
associate professor of history and
Director of the Center of Interna
tional Programs at Old Dominion
University. He has been the author
and project director of more the 25

Dr. Cort Smith was interviewed for the deanship of the new School of
International Studies.
grants totaling $1.7 million. He has
'.... ctl in
g
ng
o tnrlve
exchange agreements with institu
tions in Poland, Germany, Taw
ain, Morocco and Japan. He is
also currenty faculty sponsor and
advisor of ODU, a Model United
Nations for high school students.
Under Bookin-Weiner this pro
gram has ex panded to more than
100 teams and 700 participants.
Though English is his native
language, Bookin-Weiner can read.
·

speak and write Arabic, French
and ,;.t ctn e � "H� :nn ead
Spanish, German and some Portu
gC5e, and can speak Moroccan Ar·
abic. He is listed in Who's Who in
the South and Southwest, and in
Outstanding Young Men of Amer
ica, 1980.
Bookin-Weiner's tour of UOP
also included a lunch with the
Dean Search Committee yesterday,
and an Open Meeting with
students.
•

UPBEAT

posts open Wh o wo n?
By Luis Santo Domingo

Staff Wnter

ou see the word UPBEAT,
Yand hear the word UP
BEAT , but do you know what it
means?
UPBEAT stands for University
Programs Board for Educational
and Amusing Times and is the
backbone of most programs and
activities that are coordinated on
campus.
Two positions will be open for
the fall semester. Special Events
chairperson and Social chairper
son. Both require a great deal of
responsiblity.
Special Events chairperson is re
sponsible for promoting and coor
dinating entertainment in the area
of contemporary arts, such as mu
sic comedy, and dances. The
ch�rson also works closely with
ASUOP concerts and the Conser
vatory of Music.
Social chairperson has the same
responsibility as the spec!al even
chairPerson with one d1fference,
the social chairperson works clos�
ly with the living group_s .o.n. �
m
pus. His or her responstbili�es .
�ng
dma
coor
and
oting
clude prom
�e
the Homecoming dance, noon
s,
soct�
entertainment, ice cream .
king
mg
ecom
Hom
g
and supervisin
and queen elections. Besides these
programs UPBEA'r�ponsers many
the
other actlvities. These include
_
��
the
for
ftlms
of
selection
btts
exhi
versity Center Theatre, art
lo
in the art gallery, Monte Car
wl,
Bo
i
Triv
l,
Bow
_
�
Night, College
uve�slty,
major speakers at the Ur
tiva l,
Inte rna tion al Spr ing Fes
rts.
spo
.
and recreational
·
Applications for the two post
at
2,
ch
tions will be available Mar
are
the ASUOP office. If you
er
oth
any
with
ing
help
in
interested
com es
wel
EAT
UPB
s,
vitie
acti
your help.
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hown here are students
voting in this week's
ASUOP General Elections. Voting
took place Tuesday and Wed
nesday in the Pharmacy Rotunda,
University Center, and in all dining
halls. Candidates for ASUOP
President and Senate posts were
voted upon.
The Pacifican is unable to share
any election results with the cam
pus community at this time, due to

S

the ASUOP Election Committee's
unwillingness to divulge informa
tion to the newspaper. The Paciji
can had originally planned to
present at least partial vote tallies,
as the Committee had agreed to
provide the figures, but the agree
ment was breached near the new
spaper deadline.
According to Election Coordin
ator Tiffany Hansen, a runoff
election between ASUOP Presi-

dential candidates John Jensen and
Norman Allen is expected. Han
sen's prediction came following
Feb. 17's candidate press confer
ence.
A runoff election is necessary
when none of the candidates earns
50 percent of the votes cast. If
there is indeed such an election, it
is slated for March 3.
Election results and information
are available in the ASUOP office.
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Hewitt sees a c r i p p l ed p resi d e n cy '
I

Todd Lincoln
S•affWr•ter

R

eagan should be impeached,
he has done more harm than
Nixon did...we are faced with a
crippled presidency," stated Jerry

'

Hewitt.

Hewitt spoke to the World on
Wednesday audience last week
about the Iran-Contra affair. He
spoke about issues and structural
problems with foreign affairs and
the Constitution of the United

States.
Hewitt addressed some issues
and questions which play key roles
in understanding the Iran-Contra
arms scandle. One issue Hewitt
discussed is that of taking hostages
for political leverage. "Dealing
with hostage takers is simply crazy.
Once the hostages become
valuable, eveybody starts taking
them, because you can get what
you want," said Hewitt.
The second issue was reaching
the moderates in Iran to benefit the
U.S. "The very idea makes one
think there should be drug testing
for federal officials. Associating
with them would be the kiss of
death and this would be absolutely
counter productive," Hewitt said.
The third issue: why provide Iran

D.C . (CPS)
The Iran arms scandal
rts
and a couple of newspaper repo
ned
tur
,
som ehow, som e way
hotbed
Am erican University into a
nec
con
's
ool
sch
the
of
of protest
arms
tions to a billionaire Arab
ents
dealer, even though most stud
even
en't
wer
bers
and faculty mem

with weapons in the first place?
"What are they going to do with
the guns? They surely aren't going
to use them for a nice parade on
'Death to America Days'," said

_

Hewitt.
Where do American interests
lie? Hewitt says it isn't in Ameri
ca's interests to see either side
lose...the vulnerability of the gulf
states causes some concern with the
obvious regard to the control over

on campus.

oil.
Foreign policy has few safe
guards, according to Hewitt, and
America is in need of a compre
hensive system to combat intrusion
of national and international fi
gures who take advantage of struc
tural holes in the Constitution.
"We need to redesign the Constitu
tion because we are almost in the
21st century, and need a political
system for that environment, not
the 18th century," Hewitt said.
Hewitt feels the group who is
largely responsible for the 'massive
screw ups' is the 'Core group'.
This group of people were all
fellow participants in Vietnam and
were all participants in the same
command structure that carried on
the illegal war in Laos. "They
ignore international law, national
law and disregard ordinary ways of

Pacofican/Jeff Stewart

Dr. Jerry Hewitt discussed the Iran anns scandal at last week's Wortd

on Wednesday.

doing things because they think the
objective justifies the violation of
ordinary rules of proceedings,"
said Hewitt.
Hewitt believes, as in Watergate,
the events slowly develop piece by
piece and until the smoke clears,
(after trials and testimonies) the

exact start and beginning of the
blaze won't be revealed for years to
come.
"The biggest lesson we should
learn from this whole sorry mess. is
that the buck should stop here...
self government is just that self
government," concluded Hewitt.

AIDS antibody on the rise in drug users

Editors Note: This update was
submitted by the UC San Fran
cisco Medical Center.

he first study of its kind in
San Francisco shows that a
significant number of intravenous
drug users in the city are positive for
the AIDS antibody. At the end of
1985, the study demonstrated, ten
percent of the IV drug users in
cluded in the study were positive for
the antibody.
UC-San Francisco researchers
report that by the end of 1986,
after their study was completed,
the percentage had increased even
more to as much as 16 percent of
the intravenous drug using popula
tion in San Francisco. The re
searchers believe the increasing
percentage in their study of 281

T

ACM

addicts reflects similar increases in
the general IV drug using popula
tion.
"What is frightening about
this," said Richard Chaisson,
M.D.,UC-San Francisco instructor
in medicine, "is that back in 1982
the same thing happened in gay
men. There were about 10 percent
who had the anitbody and now the
number is 50 percent." Chaisson
and his colleagues believe that
without significant changes in the
behavior of IV drug users the
epidemic in San Francisco will
parallel the epidemic in gay men.
The major means of transmit
ting the AIDS retrovirus in the IV
drug using population is the prac
tice of sharing needles. The re
searchers found that for those who

did not share needles, three percent
had the antibody to the AIDS
virus, whereas 15 percent had the
antibody if they shared needles
with two or more persons.

While earlier studies have shown
·that there are increased risks in
sharing needles, this study demon
strated that the more persons
needles are shared with, the greater
the risk. The study also found that
there was no significant protective
effect in cleaning needles before
sharing them.
The researchers make an urgent
plea to public health officials in
San Francisco to act quickly, with
"aggressive intervention efforts"
to prevent further transmission of
AIDS. They do not claim to know
which strategies will be most effec-

computes on Pacific campus

Kim Nguyen

StaffWroler

A

thirteenth student affiliated
profess ional organiz ation
has recently been established here
at UOP.
The Association of Computing
Machinery (ACM) is both a
national and international organi
zation, and the Pacific chapter
currently boasts approximately
fony members. About half are
men, half women.
ACM is directed mostly towards
computer science and computer
engineering majors, although any
one with an interest in computers
can join, says Tim Miller, chapter
president.
The ideals for ACM set by na
tional are:

I. To promote an increased
knowledge of the science, design,
development, construction, lan
guage, and applications of modern
computing machinery.
2. To promote a greater interest
in computing machinery and its
applications.
3. To provide a means of com
munication between persons hav
ing interest in computing machin
ery.
At this point, the new group has
only met twice, and at both
meetings, speakers were present.
The ftrst was an IBM project
manager. He spoke ftrst about
managin g
pro jects,
and
secondly about the pitfalls of new
graduates who have come to IBM.
The second guest was as visiting
professor from Sacramento State

Open forum s l ated

The ASUOP Senate is always interested in hearing student
concerns, and have established an Open Forum to allow students the
opportunity to express those concerns.
The Open F�rum t kes place at the first Senate meeting
each
�
mont�. All that IS reqwred from a student to be heard is that
he/she
subm1t to the ASUOP Offtce a written statement describing the
issue.
Statements must be received by 10 a.m. on the day of the meeting.
At the Senate meeting 10 minutes is allotted for each side of
the
.
1ssue. During this ti e, any number of people may speak, so
long as
�
no more than 10 rrunutes are used. Following the presentations
' the
Senate may ask questions of the students.
Once the issue has been brought to the Senate's attention
any
senator or group of senators may pursue the matter further.
Understanding student concerns is a priority for the Senate,
but it
must know what those concerns are before it can address them.
Take
advantage of your opponunity to be heard. Use the Open Forum.

University. He talked about the
possibilities of four students each
from Sacramento State and UOP
receiving a $4,<XX> research grant.
Details of the actual awarding of
the grant remain unclear.
Miller says that ACM plans to
participate in both social and pro
fessional activities. "But, the basis
for this group," he says, "is diver
sification. When students get into
the real work environment, they'll
only be working in a specific area.
Through ACM, students have the
opportunity to receive magazines
(such as Communications of the
ACM), and to be a part of special
interest groups. This organization
keeps you abreast of what's going
on in your profession." The
usefulness of the group is also
reflected in one's resume, says Mil
ler, adding that applicants are ex
pected to belong to some profes
sional societies, because "you can't
just sit and work on computers."
Suggestions for future ACM ac
tivities include setting up a consult
ing group for those in the com
munity. This would enable owners
or users of personal computers to
phone for help whenever a pro
blem arises .
Student meetings are held twice
a month, usually on the second
and fourth Tuesday on the month
at 7 p.m. in Anderson 107. AC
national dues are $15 per year.
Local chapter dues are $5 per
semester.
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Expires Mar. 5
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eader's Digest Foundation
will grant $300,<XX> over the
next three years to help pay travel
and research costs of journalism
students at 49 schools across the
United States.
The Reader's Digest Foundation
J o u r n a l i s m T r a v e l /Re s e a r c h
Grants Program has awarded more
than $1.8 million over the past 30
years to thousands of student jour
nalists at 159 schools nationwide.
The program enables students to
cover stories that otherwise would
not be reponed because of the
costs of research and travel.
"There is no substitute for first
hand experience in learning the
essential skills of a professional
journalist," said George V. Grune,
president of the Reader's Digest
Foundation and chairman and
chief executive officer of Reader's
Digest. "The success of this effort
over the past 30 years is evident in

the many magazine and newspaper
clippings that come to us each year
from students who could not have
written them withou t our aid."
Read er's Dige st Foun datio n
funding for journalism travel and
research originated in 1955 after a
conv ersat ion betw een Read er's
Digest founder DeWitt Wallace
an� a University of Georgia jour
nalism student. The student, who
had come to Reader's Digest
in
Pleasantville, N.Y., to research
an
article on the company, told
Wal 
l�ce that the cost of travel mad
e it
difficult for journalism stud
ents to
pursue a stor y off cam pus
. Wal
lace then began making trav
el and
�esearc� grants available to college
JOurnalism deans and pro
fessors
who expressed a nee d.
Und er �e guidelines of the
pro 
gra m, whi ch was form aliz
ed for
the cur ren t aca dem ic
yea r
a
student proposes an idea
fo a
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money, which he has until l993 to
pay.
Allegations have surfaced in re
recent weeks that Kashoggi's woQ1.
wide business dealings, which
Berendzen compares to intricate
Arabic art, are in trouble.
ln Utah, where Triad America
Corporation - the holding com.
pany for most of Kashoggi's U.S.
interests - has its headquarters,
the Salt Lake Tribune found the
company is "being sued by numer.
ous creditors," and that Kashogi
has "renegged on" numerous
charitable pledges.
"He promised $1. 3 millio n to
LDS Hospital," Tribune reporter
Guy Boulton says, "but they only
got $300,000. He said he'd build
an education wing in ancdx:r tu.
pita!, but he renegged on tbal
also. He pledged $150,00>to Ballet
West, but they only got $50,001."
Still, AU's Berendzen says Kha
shoggi is "up to date" on his �
payments to the university.
"He's given us a payment sclJe.
dule and he gives us U.S. cash, not
oil paintings of grandma like some
people do," Berendzen adds. "!
think he does have a cash Dow
problem, but he has a way of
popping back up again."
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I never bee n o Kraut! nd
No need to fear.
Know all about dem ra utbo
Just a-sittin' right here.

For Vaud

story that requires travel fo re
r
search. Once approved by the
school, a voucher is signed. Funds
may not be used by faculty mem
bers of students planning to attcod
confere nces, seminars, conven·
tions, or meetings. At the end of
the year a report is sent to the
Reader's Digest Foundation listina
the amounts distributed and their
purpose.
Reader's Digest Foundation is a
charitable organization fun ded by
contributions from The Reader's
Digest Association, Inc., which
publishes the world's most widelY
read magazine in 15 langii88CS·
More than 100 million people in
197 countries read 39 editions of

"Reader's Digest." The companY
also is among the world's
book publishers, recorded mUSI(
producers, and direct-mail m arket·
ers.
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an anonymous phone call."
"Sure (Khashoggi's) a
versial figure," Berendzen 5aYS
"and he has indeed been
.
in arms sales, but m terms or
campus disturbance, there's nOU
ing to it."
Post reporter Michael lssikor
says he stands by his story, Which
quoted an AU senior as saYing
"It's a shame that this sch
doesn't even have peace studies
but it will have a sports cent
named after an arms dealer."
Berendzen, though, maintains
Issikof took the quote
a
December editorial in the Eagle,
Assistant Professor Jeffrey Ri.
chelson says lssikof quoted hiJn
correctly as saying the Adnan Kha.
shoggi Sports Convocation Center
renam ed
be
should
the
"Khashoggi Sports and Guerrilla
Warfare Center."
But Richelson adds there is 110
organized protest. "Wh at I said to
the Post was just my PefSOnal
opinion. There is no faculty debate
that I'm aware of."
There's some doubt, moreover
that Kashoggi can even c e
with the rest of the sports <:alter
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dents left for winter break.
In their absence, the Post and
AP stories reported the campus
was alive with debate and ferment
about the Kashoggi connection.
The few people who remained on
the campus, however, remember
no such thing.
"I would say that the introduc
tion of Cherry Coke had a bigger
impact on the campus than the
Khashoggi money," says grad stu
dent Leo Gallagher. "This is a:n
upper middle class college. People
are not that keen on issues. There's
a joke going around that the only
thing tainted about Khashoggi's
money is 'taint enough!"
Notions of a campus uproar, he
says, ate "overblown completely."
The Post's story, says AU Presi
derrt Richard Berendzen, was
"almost a fabrication. The Post
just decided to fabricate a story
and so they did."
"We are on winter break,"
Berendzen added before students
returned to class on January 19.
"I've received not one single com
plaint (about the donation) besides

5

$200

26"

in Nicaragua.
Indeed, after Kashoggi's name
surfaced amon g the investigations
into the arms deal, the Eagle, AU's
student paper, devoted most of
one issue in December to the
university's connection to the arms
dealer, who pledged the $5 million
to the building in 1984 and has
been on AU's board since 1983.
Soo n after the articles and edi
torials appeared, however, stu
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Expires Mar.

TAKE OUT
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Not val1d on "to go" orders
Not valid woth any other offer
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tive. "But this is a unique oppor
tunity for the health care providers
in the city to stop this epidemic in
its tracks," said Chaisson. "If we
had known in 1981 that 10 percent
of the gay men in the city were
positive for the antibody, we could
have promoted safe sex and
stopped the spread of AIDS in that
population."
The study was published by re
searchers at UC-San Francisco,
who are located at San Francisco
General Hospital, in the February
1987 issue of the "American Jour
nal of Public Health."
tbey pointed out that San Fran
cisco has a high incidence of AIDS
but until now it has been confined
almost exclusively to gay men.
Forty to 70 percent of gay men in
San Francisco have the antibody
while the East Coast has a higher
percentage of IV drug users who
have been affected, with 50 to 60
percent reponed to have the anti
body.
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The Saudi Arabian Kashoggt,
often described as one of the
richest men in the world, has been
identified as a middleman and
fmancier in the secret deal that sent
American arms to Iran, and the
profits from the deal to the contras
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U n iv e r s it y b u ilt o n d o n a
t i on s G h ost of soci a l con cern rises
� ':!/
I
tifj
some students are upset that the newly reno vat d c
rvat�? of Music is being named the Faye Spanos
concert Hall. When the library first opened, so
e st�
.
d nts cnttctzed
the numerous plaques that had been
tually
they
,
say,
Ac
build
p
ings shouldn 't be na
hung u .
r
who
donated the most money. Buildings should
be namedfor someone who has a significant connect'!'e
�
,
ton to vOP
. that these don
...1 n1s don t rea1tze
But these sIuue
ors do have a co nect10
n to UOP. These donors are helping to
�
nd modernize the school. Some people
improve a
such a umm or paren
ts of current orformer students, will
donate
money
ily
while
others have to � pe
�·otuntar
·
UOP is often called the "best kept secret in the
. 't
ut at rsn
always an asset. It is difficultfor a small
like UOP to capture the attention
private school
of nors. s a matte offact,
Jeremy Jones and his capital
staf
nd
s
�
f pe endless hours researching and
.
campaign
pe �admg
poten
ttal
dono
such
titutiQns
as
� to give .financial support. A
UOP, says Mr. Jones cann
private ins
o
t go to the state legrslature and ask
for money to
renovarejacilities. In order to reno vate, 'unds ha've fo b J�
e rarsed
J'
·
""
enttt' led, ror
·
a Grea
The campatgn
.
ter Pacific " ra · ed ver
�30 mtllt.On after potential donors were
contacted andpersuaded. The money from that was 'us d 0 s
ta
tta
� lly expandfacilities on campus.
Without the donors, most of the renovations woul have
n
Impossible. The money for the renovations
chat would be absolutely necessary would have had t
e firom student tuitions. No money was taken
/rom
student tuitions to support the renovations that h
ake� PIace recently. If renovations and additon
s
-'enPnded on student tuitions, tuition would increas
u•re subs1antta11y· probably much h .
h
rg
er
an
t
th
d
mo
s
I
t
s
u
en
s
reality
In
,
you
rd.
'
the
students gain the mostfirom donatton
could affo
. s.
.
, donors don 't give money 10 get
Contrary Io some student opt.mons
· names on plaques. Most of them
thetr
donate money because they are ''friends of the university. " Some
nate large sums of money
even prefer to remain anonymous. The money for the two
buildings 'J
� conserva!ory was donated
us
by an anonymo donor.
The people who donate money do not ask for plaqu
es. The plaques are afiorm oif recogm(ton or servtce
· to
fi
the University.
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The funnyness of this
cartoo n was made

cartoon was donated
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by Mr. and Mrs .
Elly lnldy

in the Pacifican was
made possible through

from Ronald Reagan

a grant from Mr. and
Mrs. Fred Lovely

The corners of this
cartoon were donated
by Mr. and Mrs. Joe

The paper for which

Corner

this cartoon Jays on
was made possible
by a grant from Hue
Hefner

The lines in this
cartoon were donated
by Mrs. Reagan
Future cartoons will be

donated by anyone who
P.O. Box 70243,

puts a healthy check in

Everything was

Stockton, CA 95207

donated by Mr. and
Mrs. Someone

Paul C. M. Touw
·

Cou rse wou l d be n efit StU d e nt

Dear Editor:
If you read Jimi Fahnestock' s
letter in last week's Pacifican, you
may have gotten the idea that 1
•

or worse, people label others based
on the manner in which they
choose to present themselves to the
world. Research on hair length has
·
1ound a credibili'ty eftly c
conststen
feet, i.e., males with hair length
that violates social norms are
viewed by others as nonconformists and are rated Iess credible as a
·
result. I believe th at my JOb as the
·
rhal
nonve
m
course
a
of
ctor
instru
·
communication reqwres that 1 ac· h th e b0dy
quaint my students Wit
1 do not
area.
this
in
of know ledge
e readvic
them
offer
to
me
presu
garding who they should or should

that I ) he misunderstood the point
I was making i n m y lecture, 2) I
have nothing against " long hairs, "
and, in fact, I was a longhaired
activist during the Vietnam War, 3)
I do not encourage others to develop or maintain negative stereotypes, and, in fact, encourage my
students to challenge their stereotypes, and 4) I maintain a professional attitude toward my students and
my teaching responsibilities.
In conclusion, I believe that Mr.
Fahnestock could benefit from
enrolling in my Interperso nal
Communication course in which
we discuss such themes as the
· g efc
1ects o f sen'al commudamagm
nication (gossip) to the individual
and to others, the negative aspects
of racial and social stereotypes,
defensiveness as self-defeating behavior, sarcasm as a bitter and
indirect mode of expression, and
the importance of developing interpersonal social skills.

jeans.
A majority of them support the
concept of national health
insurance, favor increased taxation
of the rich, and support legal
abortions. By large majorities, they
also go for strong government in
tervention to control pollution,
protect consumers and conserve
energy.
And they leave their predeces
sors in the political dust on support
for busing to achieve school inte
gration (up from 37 percent in
1976 to 54.4 percent in 1 985) and
opposition to increased military
spending (up from 61 .2 percent in
1983 to 73 .2 percent in 1 985).
But conservatives needn't fear to
tread the green lawns of academia.
The students' opposition to ca
pital punishment has been cut in
half since 1969, dropping to 26.6
percent in 1985 . And support for
the legalization of marijuana also
has been cut in half since 1977,
with only a quarter of the students
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Pacific Talks
Since we pay
students should
person up there
ting our voices
nothing.

pregnancy tests cost nothing, con
doms are not available at any
price. This is a glaring dichotomy
of thought potentially harmful to
the Campus community.
The Health Center has a respon
sibility to provide health care for
the entire campus, not just those
students whose morals are deemed
appropriate.

As I am sure many students and
faculty would agree, we've had
enough of the Pro-Greek/Anti
Greek debate. If you are one who
enJoys being part of the Greek
As
system, fine - if not, fm
proud UOP students, we all share
a common appreciation for a fine
University. So let's start speaking
as a whole entity - rather than as
a seemingly "divided" campus.

Danielle G. Pratt

Darren Davis

S etti n g record stra ig ht

Dear Editor:

1-.s secretary on

The Pacifican

staff, I wish to state that I do not
take part in editorial decisions and
had no voice in the endorsement of
a political candidate. I do not wish
to cause conflict with my fellow
colleagues, but want to set the

record straight. 1 have personal
misgivings about a newspaper en
dorsing any political candidate and
hope that as students, you will vote
with your own opinion and not
with your friends.
Chris Craigie
Paclfican Secretary

�rms viewpOint from Europe

EDITOR 'S NOTE: The following
article was submitted to TilE
PA CIF/CAN by Paul Oliva, a
senior majoring in International
Studies. Oliva was an intern in
Bonn in the office of Egon Bahr in
the German Federal Parliament at
the time this interview took place.

m�ent and �s Control for the
Soc1al Democratic Party of Germany in the German Parliament.

OLIVA: Could you just describe
what your expectations were for
the Reykjavik "pre-summit" meeting, if you had any?

• • •

Why

did (or didn 't) you vote in the ASUOP elections?
Brad King
Senior
Marketing

STEHR: It was a failure insofar as
nothing was decided upon. It was a
step forward in the sense that the
world could see what could be
achieved if both countries try hard.
But nothing was really achieved.
And whether the agreements made
there, on the agreement found
there, serves a good purpose in the
Geneva Negotiations, I do not
know.

$75 to A SUOP,
vote so that the
will be rep�n 
instead of domg

Sophomore
ManqeiiMIlI
EntertaiDJDen t

f the candi
I don 'I like any o
dates.

Heecbang Lee
Senior
Economics

I don '1 have the time and I'm
not interested in voting for the
president anywoy.

I'm voting because I like to see
the campus get more involved.
Students should gel involved and
be oware of what 's going on and
support those who are involved
already.

Mlcbelle ScbwarU

en t

Dear Editor:

�� ��

Wllliam Johnson
Junior
Computer Science

1 a ru n

Copley News Service

That's enoug h

S u pp ort safe sex
The spread of sexually transmit
ted diseases, most notably AIDS,
has received a great deal of atten
tion in the past few months. Per
haps 1987 will come to be known
as the year when "safe sex" be
came not only fashionable but a
matter of life and death.
Members of the religious com
munity have a very simple answer;
"No sex is safe sex." Granted that
is a valid opinion, but we members
of the "pagan" community de
serve more than moral platitudes.
Keep in mind this is more than just
a moral issue, it is a matter of
public health.
The organization on campus
most qualified to deal with such a
problem, our very own Cowell
Health Center, does absolutely
nothing to prevent the spread of
AIDS. At a health center where

now favoring it.
But the real falling out comes
over money. Twenty years ago,
only 43.8 percent of students sur
veyed said "being financially well
ofr' was important. Today, 70.9
percent say it's very important. In
1967, 80 percent of freshmen enter
ing school said their single most
important
interest
was
in
"developing a meaningful philo
sophy of life." Today that's im
portant to only 43.3 percent of
students.
In a democracy, we can afford
to hold our own ideals, whether
they fall to the left or to the right.
But these beliefs should be inform
ed, well grounded and carefully
reasoned.
If the ghost of the '60s is causing
students to look past fmancial gain
and think more deeply about social
concerns, then it's nice to hear its
chains rattling again.

encourage stereotyping of others
STEHR: I expected that Reagan
hair style, skin coand Gorbachev would prepare
•
•
•
lor, gender, athletic activities, or
another meeting to take place in
social clubs. At the risk of digru' fyWashington,
and that they would
Reykthe
In the days following
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OUV A: What do you think of
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he liberal spirit of the '60s
has found an unusual home
- e materialistic heart of today's
college freshmen.
In fact, though today's students
key their education toward em
ployabili ty, in some respects they
have a larger social conscience than
their love-beaded predecessors.
So say researchers who re
viewed 20 years of freshmen sur
veys conducted on both male and
female students by U C L A ' s
H igher
Education
Research
Institute. The new study goes a
long way toward exploring the
popular myth that portrays the
current college crop as conservative
money-grubbers.
Look past their well-labeled at
tire. Forget the new popularity of
Rush Week, business classes and
the emphasis on networking to n
ancial success.
When it comes to politics and
social concerns, modern students
may well have patches on their
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/ think everyone should vote and
support student government. Ot
herwise, the person elected isn 't
representing the student body.

4 The Pacifican
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Off Campus

Traflit at Prlaceton'& Health Center &et!l heavy. Doctors reponed they

admitted 16 students who were either drunk or suffering alcohol
related injuries over the weekend, when many of Princeton' s "eating
Oubs" hold initiation rites.

1l1ere �e no arrests.
off campus. Playboy last week
'Party cdbeaes' try to keep Playboy
the nation's "top 10 party
h
throug
swing
announced it would
y and women to pose in the
publicit
for
hunt
annual
its
on
schools"
nude.
been warm.
But administrative response has not
to let the Miami Hurricane
refused
officials
Miami
of
ity
Univers
run a Playboy ad for willing women.
school named ninth
And ofrteials at Mercer University, the Baptist
, said they'd " hope
month
last
y
Playbo
by
s
campu
party
most active
(photographers) don't come down here."
nen . Leary, who
Dnag pru Timothy Leary finds new debating part

dropped out of a career as a Harvard professor in the '60's to tout the

ses in 1 982-84
mind-expanding virtues of LSD, last toured campu
Liddy.
Gordon
G.
felon
debating Watergate
Now he's got new partners:
Administration
Last week he "debated"former Drug Enforcement
at Chapel Hill,
a
Carolin
North
ity
Univers
the
at
chief Peter Bensinger
n to save
campaig
ical
hypocrit
totally
"a
is
Drugs"
on
"War
the
saying
lives" because "the real killers are handgu ns. "
present,
On March 1 0 , it's off t o the University o f Washington t o
Abbie
Yippie
former
and
on
Thomps
Hunter
t
journalis
gonzo
with
Hoffman, a lecture on "Activism. "

A mUk trate amnesty work.�. Police a t Concordia Teachers College in
Nebraska arrested a student trying to steal milk crates, apparently to
use for bookshelves in his rooms.
Shocked ere officials dropped charges and declared an amnesty
for crate felons who turned in their contraband, hoping, as one
tear. �r put it, to remind students "of the seventh commandment. "
The amnesty last week garnered 143 stolen crates, o r more than one

CPS

for every ten students enrolled at the Lutheran campus.

Oregon State goes fundralsing for Benny and Bernice Beaver. Hoping
to replace the worn, mothbitten costumes of the campus mascots,
OSU last week announced a campaign to raise SS,CXX> to buy new

ones.
Acknowledging the natty appearance of the mascot of rival
University of Oregon administrator Anne-Marie Fagnon noted, "we
don't want Benny to be out done by a duck . ' '

Lehigh University's faculty, meanwhile, voted not t o accept a
proposal to nickname the chool's teams "The Packers," which have
been known unofficially as "The Engineers" for years.
A student-faculty steering committee proposed the new name,
saying "The Engineers does not designate the true nature of the
campus any more than The Accountants. "
An Paof. Richard Redd, however, thought Packers was
"unimagit\ative and dull . "

Davis And l:lkins College struggles t o accept a big gift. An
. �onymous donor gave the West Virginia campus $ 1 00,(XX} to buy a
1
1 � 100,000-volumc book collection, but spok:eswoman Nedra Bloom said
"we don't have the room" to house it all.
Until a still-unplanned, unbudgeted library is built , the books will
\.be stored in several other buildings.

Reykjavik

(Continuedfrom Page 3)

plans for developing the SDl into
the 1990's?
SfEHR: I am against the qualita
tive arms race. I think the quantita
tive arms race brought us overkill
capabilities, and the qualitative
arms race brings us uncertainty,
instability, and stresses the fear on
both sides of the risk of surprise
attacks, and so on. So I don't see
the security benefits of the whole
program. On the otherhand, I wish
that as long as the phase of scien
tific exploration of the program
continues, that the endeavors try
ing to get the whole procedure and
program under control, will also
continue and have success .
OLIVA: After all the years when
the Zero-Sum Option was the goal
of European arms control politics,
what do you think about the new
statement by General Rogers say
ing that it's no longer in the Euro
pean interest, and why are we
seeing the sudden tum-around?
STEHR: General Rogers is not a
politician. Nuclear arms are meant
to be politital weapons, and that is
why the ta!t word to use them or
not to use them is made by the
American president, and not by
American or NATO soldiers. This
is good practice. I understand that
Rogers has some military reasons
to be so fond of the Pershing Us
that he would even accept Soviet
missiles which otherwise would
have to be dismantled in the case
of a bilateral Zero Solution. Rog
ers contradicts his president and is
in contradiction to statements of
our government. As long as his
position does not become official
policy, it's all right to have these
things.
OLIVA: Is the bilateral Zero
Option, as it was offered at Reyk
javik, with complete dismantling
of the INF (Intermediate Range
Nuclear) for� in Europe, and the
remainder of only 100 (INF) mis
siles in Soviet Asia and 100 (INF)
missiles in the continental United
States, in the European interests?

STEHR: Yes.
OLIVA What effect, then, does
that have on the Short-Range
Forces in Europe?
STEHR: There is a discussion
about the military situation of Eu
rope without any INF weapons.
And there is a broad consensus
that in such a situation the role of
shorter range missiles and the role
of conventional forces would be
increased. I think one possible so
lution to that problem is creating a
corridor, free of nuclear weapons,
in Central Europe, which does not
mean the total abolition of this
type of weapon, but take them
away from an area where they
alone could be militarily used. The
East would have to take away from
the East-West border a lot more of
these short-range nuclear weapons
than we would have (to). The bulk
of them has a range of only 20 to
30km, while others have a range of
100 or 1 20km. A strip of 300km
altogether will take away all shor
ter range nuclear weapons apart
from the category which are dealt
within connection to INF.

OLIVA: Egon Bahr has said that
it is highly unlikely that we will see
substantial movement in arms con
trol until l 989. What, then, are the
hopes for European arms control?
With such statements as Rogers'
about the Zero-Option and the
negative reception of the SPD
SED (Social Democratic Party,
West Germany - Social Unity Par
ty, East Germany) Agreement, the
Stockholm Agreement (on Confid
�ce-Building Measures in Europe)
ts presently the most substantive
recent development. Doesn't the
future for arms control seem gloo
my?

STEHR: Egon Bahr referred to the
situation that the proposals on the
table today should be used right
away. If there was a delay in
progress, we would have the situa
tion where, in the United States
the election compaign begins
serious foreign policy would be
harder to pursue and to get results
in such a situation would be har
der. It is true a lot depends upon
the superpowers, and you can't
pursue arms control against the

and

c

will of the superpowers. On the
otherhand, America and the Soviet
Union are not the only nations in
the world who have, or could have,
an interest in progress in arms
control. And I think one alterna
tive - or not alternative - one
other way to implement such a
policy is that the European
countries act themselves in areas
where they are particularly conc
erned by the negative sides of the
arms race. And that refers to nuc
lear weapons as well as convention
al and chemical weapons.
OLIVA: What are the hopes for
that, then? Jt seems like we're
getting a lot of talk, but there's
nothing actually substantial being
done.
STEHR: This is right. But the talk
gets more substantial. You are
right that until now Stockholm is
the only Conference, or was the
only Conference, with success. On
the other hand, we live in a situa
tion where the Soviet Union be
came more flexible than in the old
days and Brezhnev and Andropov
and the other leaders. Some of the
topics which are essential for the
West, which is, for example, a
good verification regime, (are) eas
ier to get achieved, to become
achieved. And that is why, for
example, in Stockholm, most of

DRA B B LE �'

the points make by NATO and
Western countries became a sub
stantial part of the final result.
Some proposals which are especial
ly vital for Europe were not made
by NATO and the West, but were
made by the Warsaw Treaty coun
tries - for example, a reduction in
conventional arms. I hope that the
West finds an adequate reaction to
that . There we may have progress.
But you are right: before you start,
or before you expect something
spectacular, you've got to talk
about it. And for many, many
years all these topics were not the
subject of talks between govern
ments and respective delegations.
OLIVA: What do you think were
the Soviet intentions behind the
offers at Reykjavik?

STEHR: The Soviets had - have
- a moratorium on nuclear tests

Soviet Union were very negative
immediately after the talks, but in
the following days there was a
media blitz on both sides, declaring
what a success the talks in Reyk
javik were. What would you say
was the reaction here in Europe to
that? Was there the feeling that
Reykjavik was just a propaganda
ploy?
STEH R : No, it was not a propa
ganda meeting. It is all right if the
leaders of these two nations feel
they should continue their talks
and contacts and that at the nt!xt
meeting they will not have to start
from the very beginning. And that
on these grounds they j udge the
meeting positively. If you just look
at results, it is an objective fact that
nothing was decided upon, and in
so far they express hopes. . . and not
more.

which lasts for more than a year.
One and a half years almost . They
are interested to prevent SDI. They
are prepared to pay a price. Their
interest may be to save funds, or
for the economic competition, or if
they are not real competitors in the
economic field, to at least start a
reasonable economic development

OLIVA: Mr. Gorbachev will be in
office for quite some time. Would
you say that that gives us new
hopes for breakthroughs on the
Soviet side? . . . And hopes for some
real movement in the next decade
or so in arms control and in mea
sures that increase security in
Europe and in the world?

of revolution.

ST�HR : � don't know. I have the
feebng as 1f the United States have
not yet used or tested the chances

in their own country after 70 years

OLIV A: Both the U.S. and the

THEAT R E :

which may exist because of the
leadership in the Soviet Und.
They have not yet used their iiJstrl.
ments as leverages. And even, fll

example, the preparadness of Ocr·
bachev to allow more inspectil
and more verification. These re
words as long as the West and tbe

United States do not test them 
do not agree upon a treaty - aai
see whether the Soviets accept 011
conditions. Until now, the Unitoi
States did not even use the Sovid

interest to prevent SDI for resulls.
for good results, in areas where til
West has a particular interest. f«
example, the United States waDIS

to get rid of the threat which is
posed by the Soviets' heavy inter·
continental land-based missiles tile
the SS- 1 8, but as they don' t judi

SDl as a bargaining chip, tile!
didn't use their chance to reacb ttm

goal.
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Poet ry C o r n er

Editor's note: Paul Oliva is
ational Studies major
I
an ntern
One of h is
we at UOP.
requirements was to complete t wo
semesters of overseas study, which
he did, from last June until this
past January, in West-Germany.
He was enrolled in the Goethe
Jnstitut in south-west Germany.
Later he moved to Bonn in order
an ioternship with the
10 complete
German Federal Parliament. This
trilogy of poems debuted at the
Governor's Cup Forensics Tour
nam ent in Sacram ento and
"Deu tschland, Deutschla nd"
a poetic trilogy by
Terence Vincent

I. LOOKA DEM KRAUTBOYS

Loo ka dem Kraut boys
Dey ain't dozin'
Wearin' dey funny pants
Called Lederhosen
Wearin' dey funny hats
Don't dey yodel, too?
Krautboy huggin' Krautmama

I was there.

(------

Arrival .

-

My mother never voted for Hitler.
Almost no one voted for Hitler.

---/

Although that became dangerous later on.
It was a dictatorship.
What were we to do?
Then bombs falling like rain.
EVERYTHING . . . destroyed.
Then the Russians coming.

G ood news:
N O•TE R R O RIS
T• AITAC KS! •
1 m here.
In one piece !
EU PH OR IA !
Tourist gui de said

�

They chained me
To a mattress
In a cold basement
Without a doctor
For three months.
I almost died.

RO -MA N-T IC GE RM AN
Y
GE RM AN Y IS WU N-D
ER- BA R i l
And it is.
··
It's beautiful.
Th e Castles
The Food
The Landscape
The People
__

I was there.
I was 18 in '43.
Of course I hated the Nazis
Everyone hated the Nazis

. . . Day Twenty . . .
There are no drink ing fountains
in the Federal Republic of Germany.

I remember

But I had to be one.

People here are too reserved.
There are too man y formal titles
.
And what is this " Du" and "Sie
" shit?
There is no ice in my Pepsi.
Hey, I said, "Ther e's no ice in my Pepsi
!!"
Did you know

She's a big-time wrestler too.
Howabout dem Krautboys
Ain't dey a gas?
We trew dem Nazis
Out on dey ass
All dem Colonel Klink
And all dem Seargent Schultz
"I know no-think ! "
. .. Hell, every Kraut

that you eat
like a barbarian?

And why does everyone keep shaking hands all
the time? !

'40.
I enlisted voluntarily.
I was there.

I was I 8 in

People here are too direct.
And where's my car?
Six THOUSAND miles away.
There's too much walking.
And these goddamned trains:

knew about
what was goin' on.
Dey was all Commies anyway.

Eatin' dey Schnitzel
D'whole kit-n-kaboodle
Munchin' dem Pretzels
Dey Beer is da Best

My uncles -
Not so lucky.
One died in the KZ
The concentration camp.

Departure.
Happiness, yes . . .
But also sadness.
My host mother waves to me from the train

Drinkin' dey Schnapps
Gotta love Oktoberfest

-

The other --my last vision of him
Teeth knocked out
Freezing in prisoners' garb
Standing on a train platform
Had to leave the country in 24 hours.

station platform

It was a beautiful stay.

I never been lO Krautland
No need to fear.

I do not ay-oo r uf cri g.was equal
To that of the systematically nersecuted
But we suffered .
And we faced trial for our crimes.
And we must still bear the pain of our Division.
We were a dictatorship.
What the hell could we do?
I a�k only
Of "democratic" America -
How much could your people

I learned a lot.
I grew up.
And ya know?
I can't wait to go back.

Know all about dem Krautboys
Just a-sittin' right here.

For V a ude vi l le l over s o n ly !

idway between Stockton and
Lodi on Highway 99 is a
unique attraction advertising

M

Do

To stop Vietnam?

"Califo rnia's largest and finest
Melodrama Dinner Theatre . ' ' The
place is Pollard ville.

m

When will America
Stand trial
For all her sins?

You can spot Pollardville by the

(c) copyright Paul Oliva 1987

steamboat theatre which is actually
an old cannery in disguise. It is in
the "steamboat" where two-and-a
half hours of melodrama and Vau

six years. He has learned almost all
aspects of the theatre from work
ing various jobs at Pollardville.
"The Melodrama and Vaudev
ille shows are amusing to work
because the audience gets invol
ved, " Cherney says. He enjoys the
participation, but is first to admit
sometimes the crowd can be too

deville nonsense can be seen every
Friday and Saturday night all year.
Not only does the theatre offer
lively entertainment, but the rustic
atmosphere is one of a kind.
The theatre decor enhances the
theme of the show. The walls are
covered with Vaudeville memora
bilia, and glass cases are filled with
dusty bottles and relics from the
past. The theme of the show is
stmple "olde-time" comedy . The
fitrst half of the evening entertainment is melodramatic comedy and
the second half is Vaudevi lle
COmedy. This type of entertainment is difftcult to ftnd around the

1be Showboat Inn jus t off

COuntry , yet it is J'ust a few minutes
from UOP.
Pollardville was created by Ray
B Pollard in 1949, according to
Sco
o. It Cherney, master of cerem
mes. His dream was to creat e a
·

will try to take over the jokes. "I
can usually detect someone who is
talking too much, and I use my
frred-up, which means a person

of Highway 99.

westKno tt's Berry Farm type of
Un.
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or
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fortunately, all that is
town .
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the residents of
mal· n att rac tio n to
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Sacramento, Lodi, Stockton, and
travellers just passmg bY pollardville.
The stars of the show are all
local business people, housewtves,
and student s. Cherney says there 1·s
not a fortune to be made acting in

live-theatre experience to avoid si
tuations, ' ' says Cherney.
Scott Cherney certainly enter
tains the audience, as is evident
from the response the crowd

·

·

· n, but he believes the
the product1o
actors enjoy the experience and fun
gamed from each performance .
Scott Cherney h as been part of

n'.
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ter, the majority of the organiza
tion began in December.
In addition, each committee
member stated that individual ob
jectives for their respective areas
of responsibility.
"One of our most important
goals is to make the show run
smoother and faster than before,"
said Gross.
To accomplish this, a new time
limit was iUtplemented into the
rules. Each group has a total of 1 .5
minutes to perform their show and
to enter and exit the stage. If a
group exceeds the time limit, a
harsh penalty will be imposed one point off their total score for
every second over.
But the underlying goal of this
58-year old tradition is to raise
money for the UOP Concert Band.
The concert band consists of
approximately 50 students who
play various wind instruments.
Proceeds from the upcoming Band
Frolic will finance the concert
band's week-long spring tour
throughout Northern California
high schools and junior colleges.
"The purpose of the tour is to
spread public relations for the
University and Conservatory of
Music and to attract potential en
rollment," stated Landis.
Band Frolic is successful each
year, not only because of the en
thusiastic performances from the
living groups, but because of the
hard work and dedication from the
Steering Committee. So when you
are in the Spanos Center this wee
kend, whether on stage or in the
stands, recognize the behind the
scenes work that went into the
campus-wide event.

Ti m e :

Expire s 4-2-87

2 Topping Pizza
plus
2 FREE Cokes

$
,��..

paper cups. Pollardville had al
ways featured a restaurant which
specialized in barbequed chicken,
but unfortunately, three years ago
it burned to the ground. Cherney
says there was never any explana-

t's Band Frolic time again
and most living groups are
rehearsing around the clock, par
ticipants are building sets , polishing
dance numbers and adding
fmishing touches to their scripts all in hopes of placing first in their
respective divisions. But how does
this annual Pacific tradition get off
the ground? Who are the people
"behind the scenes?"
A great deal of time and effort
has been put forth by the Band
Frolic Steering Committee to en
sure a successful production. This
year's committee, headed by co
chairpersons Tamara Landis and
Pat Gross, consists of nine dedicat
ed students and faculty advisor/
band director, Mr. Robert Hal
seth .
Each committee member is in
charge of a special portion of Band
Frolic and the responsibilities are
as follows : Brian Handley,
auditorium; Damon Vix, sound;
Paul Everts, tickets; Dianne Klac
zynski, ushers; Robert Honey
church, trophies; Allison Lovejoy,
judges; Katie Garrett, publicity;
Alexis Davis, programs; and Sher
rill Faller, secretary.
These individuals were chosen to
participate on the committee by
Mr. Robert Halseth. All commit
tee members are students in the
Conservatory of Music and several
are musicians involved in the UOP
Concert Band.
Although preparations for Band
Frolic started immediately after
last year's performance with the
task of reserving the Spanos Cen
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shows.
The audiences change from
week to week, Cherney adds.
Sometimes there will be many
groups from businesses, clubs, and
schools from anywhere in the
Central Valley. The ages range
from babies to senior citizens. For
those of age, the theatre offers an
old-fashioned bar complete with
antique fiXtures, and beer served in

I
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one morning
Found my knife gone.
From the next tent over
Guy ran off.
Hated the Nazis, too.
Couldn' t take it anymore.
Found in two days' time.
Luckily I wasn't from his tent.
His tent-mates had to shoot him.

You see, a great grandfat her
Had been a Jew.
So we had Jewish blood.
M> uniform wa� my fam ily's protection.
I took my grandmother to
(what is today called)
Poland.
She was safe there.
My mother safe in Berlin.

I don't know what an " E E-TZAY TZUSCH LAGG" is!
I can' t waltz, foxtrot, polka, rhumba, or
tango.
I can't even give a proper german hand kiss.
I can't speak well enough.
And I CAN'T DO ANYTHING RIGHT! !

Loo ka dem Krautboys
Ain't dey sweet?
Dey shore gotta handle
On dey eats
Eatin' dey Sauerkraut
Eatin' dey Strudel

t ra ve fu n d s

Staff Wr+ler

We had lots of property.

ll. CULTURE SCHO
K

F ro l ic !
------------By Kara Ascarrunz

Berlin.
I was 1 8 in '38.
just married.
Well off.

;eceived .(irst place in the Oral ln
/On of Original Poetry
ce:fe;�:;
Plane lan ds

m. I WAS THERE
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big R smal, nu R old. Sum
R funi, Sum R dum. But its

fun 2 B dum, so we B dum.
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hobi, R N E ting U want!
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no 1 wil care. They kost 36
buks but U R worth it N U
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It's eleven p.m.
Do you know where your paper is?

Cou rse w

·

Let's be real. Compare the equipment she's using to yours. If
you were both trying to tunnel through a mountain, she'd have a
bulldozer and you'd have a shrimp fork.
Don't despair. Your problem is already half- olved. For a lim

ited time, you can buy an Apple · Macintosh Plu or a Macinto, h
512K Enhanced computer with �1icrosoft Works- for less money
Which is wonderful.
You get a Macintosh, \\'ith its speed ease of use, and graph ic
capability. PI us, you get a software program that lets you use all this
Macintosh power in all your subjects.
Microsoft Works is not just one program, it's four integmted
programs: word processing , data base managem ent, , preadc;heet
with charting, and commu nication �.
Meanin g you can put ch�u·ts in your history es ay, . Spread
sheets in your econom ic� papers. Cal l Dowjones News. Retri eval
at 2:00 A.M. to get the facts t()r your journa lism story due at 8:00 A.� I.
So if you're taking more than one , ubject this semester, yo
u
should check out Macintosh and Micro oft Works.
But don't wait till the eleventh hour. l11is offer wil l end soon.
And your paper mig ht stay out all nigh t.

Yes.

P acific

� Johnson
Co m P u t er

·

Macintosh and Microsoft Works

U n i v e rs i ty B o o k st o re
in the Co!npu ter
Depart1nent

•

· l'lft..
�

....
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ON THE
TO

' 'Ro ck n Ro ll' ' m us ic in a book
'!bat means that virtually nothing

IS covered in depth , although the

big picture of the genre has never
been so well conceived. It's a wel
come contrast to the frrst large
scale history, "The Rolling Stone
Illustrated History of Rock &
�oil," which was simply a collec
tion of essays from a variety of
cont ributors.
Until now, rock devotees had
only Charlie Gillett's thorough but
tedious "The Sound of the City"
as a reliable account of rock's
development. Gillett argues that
rock is the young person ' s
expression o f city life, the rhythms
reflecting the clipped pace of mod
urban manners .
But Gillett is a purist, the kind
of inflexible critic capable of claim
ing that although the Beatles
"created a sense of greater
resilience behind the tender messa
ges" of their music, they had
"surprisingly little stvlistic influ-

LM�····· ·· · ·· · ··· ·· ·· ··

· ·· · · �1· +Jf •• •·¥n
AND ENTERT AI NM ENT :

of you into hea¥?' �eta) tunes , w A S P
along with Malice
at the San Jose CiVIC Auditorium on March 4 at
7·30 p.m .
are $ 1 5 .50. . .
.
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.

.

.

·
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Browne will be J?laying a special Sanctuary Benefit at the
San

for Performmg Arts on March 8 at 7 : 30 p.m.
Tickets are

A Vietn a m story
From Feb. 9 to March 6, the UOP Gallery is hosting the exhibit,
" 1 5 Vietnam 1 5 . " The esoteric name of the exhibit is derived from the
fact there are 15 artists exhibited and that the exhibit showing falls on
the 1 5th anniversary of the United States ground troops leaving
Vietnam.
The artists exhibiting come from all over California and from
different parts of the United States; these men are Terry L. Andree
from Stockton, Charles A. Ca.ttwell from Mountain View, Michael
R. Cook from Monrovia, Steven R. Hastins from Oakland, Thor A.
Johnson from Fullerton, Joe Mariscal from Stockton, John E.
McCormick from
Francisco, Dennis McGee from Oakland, Paul
J . Pernish from San Pablo, David M. Richoux from Palo Alto, Paul J .
Rickert from both Maine and Pennsylvania, Brian Rush from
Oakland, Mike Sheller from Qu�ns, New York, Gayle Wagner from
Oakland, and John Wehrle from El Cerrito.

San

THEATRE:

IITIIItIW1 : Wizards,

6 and 9 p . m . This Weekend: Ruthless People,
and Saturday 6 and 9 p.m. Sunday 3, 6, and 9 p.m.

March

I

16 the UOP Gallery will open a retrospective exhibit of
Barbara Rogers.
works being shown will span Ms.
extensive career as an exhibiting artist, from 1964- 1 987.
will present an exciting slide lecture from 1 -3 p.m. on
J'cadlay March 1 6 in UOP's Art Center. The lecture entitled, "The
to be
of Change" deals with " the issues that
in a
is
everybody
and
everything
that
idea
le."
"It is the
lVII
illl:ab

The

seem

ll
IICI•ant state o f flux."

The Vietnam War is one of those stories that is hard to explain if
you were not directly involved. One can hear stories but not really
grasp the meaning of what many of the soldiers experienced.
This exhibit presents a view in which only as an observer can
someone experience the real meaning.
UOP students are urged to spare some time to visit this exhibit and
observe the revealing efforts of the men who served our country. This
exhibit must be observed first hand tx.-cause it is not possible to express
their experience in words.
.Written by Laura Cargasacchl

lctture will be followed by an open reception in the UOP Gallery
6-8 p.m. Wine and hors de ourves will be served. The public is
to attend the lecture and/or reception as Ms. Rogers wiU
l llo! ""'._' to answer questions regarding work.
UOP Gallery is located on the second floor of the University
directly in the middle of the UOP campus. Gallery hours are:
Wednesday, Friday 9-5 p.m.; Tuesday and Thursday 9-8
Surldays from 3-8 p.m. For more information/directions

II 1111C011niled

What else could possibly

take place between no¥� and vacation?
if being involved in Band Frolic has brought out your talent for
. you might consider auditioning for the 1987 Senior Directed
ODe-Act Plays. Tryouts are next Tuesday night (March 3), starting at 6
in the Drama Building. Call-backs
on Wednesday, Marc 4,
lists go up on Thursd ay. Rehersals will begin after vacat1on,
performance dates are April 30 and May 1 . If acting isn't your
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technical positions are available.

weekend the UOP residence halls , fraternities and sororities will
Jhsentin2 the 59th Annual Band Frolic competition.
show will run Friday and SaturdaY nights, February 27 and 28.
p.m. and
u • •;&Sc
$S for each night with Friday's show at 7:00
lililltunlillv' • at 5:00 p.m .
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(COntinuedfrom page
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tion for the cau$e of the fire.
Niel Pollard resorted to cook
houses behind the theatre to pre
Pare the take-out dinners. The din·

� can be included in the price of

show. The majority of the
audience feasts on their dinner in
the theatre before the perform·
In mid-March, Pollardville is
o� to open a new restaurant
tunng a
variety of chicken
The performers are also
�
Cited to begi
n a new season of
.
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Dylan
labels

cord deal than he does of their
flaccid albums.
Ken Tucker's concluding section
brings the history up to date. He
covers the creative vacuum of the
'mi up
the
of
and
Jac
as megastars.
But let's face it: no rock book
would be worth haggling over if it
didn't have a few juicy errors. And
compared to Robert Shelton's new
misguided "biography" of Dylan,
("No Direction Home"), "Rock
of Ages" is virtually beyond repro
ach. Shelton's only saving grace is
the amount of space he gives to
Dylan himself, with his prime mor·
sels of
gibberish.
For those interested in the pro
of the music itself, Bill Hana
gan's "Written in My Soul," is a
meaty compendium of interviews
with songwriters. In it, Chuck Ber
ry says his only inspiration is the
almighty dollar. Elvis Costello ad
mits to some deliberate ambiguities
throughout his lyrics. Such things
are notable because these creators
barely realize their own larger sig
nificance in the music's evolution.
As they say: trust the art, not the
artist.
But in the long run, it will be
"Rock of Ages" that will be the
most useful new book for
musicians who need a guide to
their surroundings. It will be most
useful, too, to detail-famished fans
who want to know the story behind
AI Green's "grits incident" or be
hind the cast of the 1956 movie,
"The Girl Can't Help It ."
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Cen sorsh i p a pro b l e m ?
By Laura Cargasacchi

------- ----
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lectra Records has decided to
sticker the rock group, The

Cure's song "Killing An Arab" af.
ter ..finding that it is offensi,ye and
also inflammatory to some
Americans. The sticker reads, "The
song, '
An Arab' has ab
solutely no racist overtones what
soever. It is a song which decries the
existence of all prejudice and con
sequent violence. The Cure con
its use in furthering anti-Arab
feelings."
Concerns pertaining to the song
title and content were voiced main
(American-Arab
ly by the
Anti-Discrimination Committee).
Abdeen Jabara, president of the
stated, "Over the past sever
al years anti-Arab stereotypes and
sentiments have increased in the
United States. Negative portrayals
of Arabs in movies, popular no
vels, children's cartoons, toys, pol
itical caricatures and statements of
politicians have all served to
heighten anti-Arab attitudes with
the public. "
The Cure songwriter, Robert
Smith, said, "The song ' lGiling an
Arab' was written m 1976 as a
direct creative result of my reading
of ' L' Etranger (The Stranger)' by
Albert Camus, the noted French
writer/philosopher, as a part of an
extensive French 'A' level literature
course I was taking at college at the
time." Smith went on to say, "The
song was intended to mirror one of
the key incidents in the book: that
of the senseless killing of an Arab,
on a beach, by the book's protago
nist, Mersault."
Not only did Electra decide to
sticker the album, but have also
sent a letter to rock and college
radio stations informing them of
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ence on other innovators. " I f true,
it would shock a lot of listeners and
musicians.
Ed Ward, "Rock of Ages"
opening narrator, traces the music
back to the Vaudeville era of W.C.
Handy, one of the frrst black pro
fessional performers. He credits
Joe Liggins' 1945 rendition of
"The Honeydripper" with being
the first rock and roll record. Ward
then takes us up to the day the
music died, when Buddy Holly,
J.P. Richardson (The Big Bopper),
and Richie Valens perished in a
1959 plane crash.
Geoffrey Stokes takes over when
the '60s come along, and chooses
to emphasize the American strains
of the style at the expense of many
of the British principals. He in
cludes some unnecessary retellings
of what Ward has already
provided. For example, we learn
again that the Temptations were
originally called the Primes, and
that the Supremes were first called
the Primettes. And although the
Beatles are at the center of the
book as a matter of artistic
necessit y , Stokes favors the
Yankees , and the Motown
and Star
- to a fault.
Stokes unwittingly characterizes
the book's main drawback. These
authors are more interested in
rock's industry and culture than
they are in its musical values. Some
embarrassing errors result. Stokes
claims the Beach Boys' 1966 mas
terpiece, "Good Vibrations, " uses
a stand-up bass, which it clearly
doesn't . He makes more of Cros
by, Stills, Nash and Young's re-
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the concerns of the Arab
Americans with a request that
"Killing An Arab" be given no
further airplay.
The ADC is quite happy with
the decision reached by both
Electra and The Cure. "The song
'Killing An Arab' has been and
could continue to be misunder
stood and/or misused by many
oeoole. There are those who may
not have read Camus' 'The Stran
ger' or not understood its connec
tion to it. "
Smith was rather disgusted that
the song "is being used increasing
ly by certain reactionary factions
of the media, most notably by
some particulary brainless and irre
sponsible DJs as part of a wave of
anti-Arab feeling currently existing
in some parts of America." He
closed to say, " I and the rest of
The Cure, totally condemn this
misinterpretation, and consequent
misrepresentation, of the song 'IGl
ling An Arab,' and have agreed
wholly to have the track with·
drawn from all radio airplay."
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Integrated Computer Services Group
is lookin g for an Entry Level

PaafiCiln/Jeff S tewart

the show " 1 5"The Salute" is one of Joe Mariscal's contributions to
m-15"
Vietna

Th e Pacifican

We are a West Coast information system� company dedicated t o bringing the real
computer revolution to businc�. Our innovative marketing programs have resulted in
explosive growth that can only be managed by the best and brightest. Maybe you! The

Is N ow Acc ept ing Ap plic atio ns for

$

Adv erti si ng
Re prese ntatives
Cal l 9 4 6- 2 1 5 5

or sto p

by

$

Th e Pacifican

Third Floor , H a nd H a l l

Busi ness System ' s Consu lta nt
as."'ss

a client's information needs,
Business Systems Consultant's responsibility is to
make recommendations concerning micro and desk frame systems to meet tho� needs,
install the actual equipment, and train the company staff.
Note: this is not a soles po>iiiOfl.
funrtinn .

A separate acrount ex«ut•ve .\ta/1 performs the soles

The successful candidate will have the following background:
Graduating Senior in MAy, BA/BS BustnE>ss with computer skills
(or) BA/BS Computer Science with significant business course
work, (or) BA Liberal Studies with significant computer and
business coursework. Bright, articulate, and mature prest:Jntation
skills. Demonstrated skills in complex problem solving. Ability to
take on increasing responsibility very quickly.

Starting income from $ 2 2-26,000 based on performance. Top
performers in second year up to $40,000.

conducted in
Please direct your rrsumc to tht• Placement Office lntef\'icws will be
Sealed transcnpts will be required of tho�e individual' that make the first cut.
April.

a The Pacifican
Feb.

2 6 , 1 987

spoRts

B ase ba ll an d s o ft ba ll pro g re s

TIGER TRACKS

Thursday, Feb. 26

J . K . T okyo

8:05 p.m.
Men's Basketball at Nevada-Las Vegas
p.m.
7:30
Diego
State
San
at
ll
Basketba
Women's
TBA
Softball at Arizona Tournament
TBA
Men's Swimming PCAA Championships at CSLB
TBA
CSLB
ips
at
Championsh
PCAA
Swimming
n's
Wome
1 :30 p.m.
Women's Tennis hosts San Jose State

Friday, Feb. 17

Baseball hosts University of Portland
Softball at Arizona Tournament
Men's Swimming PCAA Championships at CSLB
Women's Swimming PCAA Championships at CSLB
Booster luncheon at Holiday Inn

Saturday, Feb. 18

fter a 0-6 start, the Tiger
Baseball team defeated USF
9-2, trying to get back on the wi;
ning track, only to be derailed in
their efforts. They played two
against Cal, losing 5-6 and 0-6.
Hosting U N R for a weekend
series, the Tigers lost Friday night
4-1 , making it three losses straight:
The game was tied until the seven
th inning when UNR scored twice
and went up for good.
The Tigers were 0- 10 with a
runner on base, with the only run
scored on a sacrifice fly. The two
teams met again on Saturday for a
doubleheader. The Tigers came
from behind in the ninth inning to
win. Down 2- 1 in the bottom of the
ninth, Dennis Kula walked to start
the inning. He then stole second
and scored on the throwing error
by the pitcher on Scott Morrison's
bunt. Two outs later, catcher Joe
Ortiz singled home Morrison for
the game winner.
Doug Nelson pitched and went
all the way for his first win in the
new season, ending the three game
losing streak. But the winning
Staff Wrner
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3 p.m.
TBA
TBA
TBA
noon

7:30 p.m.
Men's Basketball at San Jose State
7:30 p.m.
Women's Basketball at Nevada-Las Vegas
noon
Baseball hosts Alumni (2)
TBA
ent
Tournam
Arizona
Softball at
TBA
Men's Swimming PCAA Championships at CSLB
TBA
CSLB
at
s
ionship
Women 's Swimming PCAA Champ
IO
a.m.
a
Barbar
Santa
UC
hosts
Women's Tennis

Sunday, March 1

Women's Tennis hosts San Diego

Tuesday, March 3

tO a.m.

Baseball at San Francisco State
Men's Tennis hosts Ball State

2 p.m.
2 p.m.

Baseball hosts Cal State Hayward
Softball at UCLA (2)
Men's Tennis at St. Mary's

3 p.m.
1 p.m.
TBA

Men's Basketball PCAA Championships at the Forum
Softball at Cal State Long Beach (2)
Women's Tennis hosts Oklahoma

TBA
5 p.m .
1 p.m.

Men's Basketball PCAA Championships at the Forum
Men's Tennis hosts Portland

TBA
noon

Men's Tennis at UC Santa Barbara
Women's Tennis meets South Carolina (at Fullerton)
Softball at UC Santa Barbara (2)

noon
8 a . m.
1 p . m.

Wednesday, March 4
Thursday, March S
Friday, March 6

Saturday, March 7

streak did not last long. The Tigers
lost the second game of the double
header to the Wolfpack of UNR
S-0, with Chris Scott taking the
loss.
But the team did have its mo
ments. The diving stop of a sure
single by ftrst baseman Dave
Atteberry,ending a potential rally
by UNR, deserves attention. The
pitching of Renny Thompson shut
down the UNR bats. In 2.6 in
nnings, he allowed only one base
runner and four strikeouts.
There was also some controversy
during the game. In the third in
ning, the umpire called, what
seemed to most a foul ball, fair.
This in tum gave the Wolfpack two
extra runs and made Coach
Picone as well as the Tigers quite
'irrate.
The Tigers have had a long week
playing five games. They face a
tough week on the road, playing
Stanford and Stanislaus on Tues
day and Wednesday respectively.
Then it's back home again to play
Portland on Friday and a double
header against the Alumni on Sat
urday.
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returned.
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the top pitcher on the team
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dy
Lisa Bra
Ang ela
Fre shm an
mo und .
Oements will take over the vacated
position of catcher and another
freshman, Brandee Pock, will back
her up.
Graduation and injured second
baseman Prim Walters, has led the
infield to a face lift. Two local
players, Mike Gabales, a freshman

from St. Mary's at third
DeBenedetti, freshman
0
High School at short,
left side of the infield .
side of the infield will be d
by Cal. State Fullerton 1
Kim McDougal at second
ior first baseman Anne
The Lady Tigers show ton.
perience in the outfield .
in center by junior Mary
the other two outfielders,
Dawn Steaffens at left and 1
more Wendy Hopper at
combined to play in over
games. Freshman Casey
ready to step into the outfldd
needed.
As stated before, this team .
of youth: seven freshmeniS
which three are starters,
phomores and juniors, and
two seniors. For second
coach, Theresa Lowrey, uu,
son will be a formidable cluan-..
but next year when the i�
become experienced soph
the future looks bright for
Lady Tigers.
The Lady Tigers play a �
header against Cal. this week. �
the weekend, the team will travd
Arizona for their tournament.
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Sensational swimmin2

The Tiger baseball team is not 1-5 in the PCAA, but are 2-JO overall.

Hagler vs. Leonard

Tickets are now on sale for the closea circuit showing of the
Hagler/Leonard fight on April 6, 1 987, in Stockton at the 6,000 seat
A.G. Spanos Center. Tickets are currently available at all BASS ticket
outlets.
Tickets will go on sale March 6, 1 987 at the A. G. Spanos Center
Bo� Office, and are priced at $25 and $30, on a tirst come first serve
basts. J?oors open at 6 p.m. (The fight will originate in Las Vegas, with
the mam event scheduled for 10:30 p.m.)
The principals:
Marvelous Marvin Hagler - 62-2-2, 52 KO's
World Middleweight Champion. Twelve successful title defenses.
Unbeaten in I I years (37 fights)
vs.
Su�ar Ray Leo�ard - 33- 1 , 24 KO's. Former undisputed Welter
weight Cham J?IOn. Former WBA Jr. Middleweight Champion.
Former Olympic Gold Medalist ( 1 976).
For ��ditional information please call the Gamut Promotions and
Adverusmg: (209)943-7684.

New Volleyball Signees

University of th� Pacific Head Volleyball Coach John Dunning
_
of Northern California standouts Krissy Fifer
annou �ced the stgnmg
(6-�/mtddle bloc �er) and Devin Scruggs (5- 1 1 /outside hitter) to
national letters of mtent. Each led their respective high school teams to
state tournament action last season and were recognized among the
top recruits in the nation.
Fifer �as conside�ed one of the top five recruits overall out of Los
Altos Htgh School m Los Altos while Scruggs, also a major college
basketball prospect, was a second team All-America pick by
"�OLLEYB�LL MONTHLY." She prepped at Valley Christian
Htgh School m San Jose.
Fifer fits into �he Tigers' blxking scheme with All-Americans Mary
_
Miller
and. Elama Oden, and redshirt freshman Cathey Scotian.
Scru�gs wtll battle for playing time with leftside hitters Brooke
Hemngton, Dorothy Hert, and Pam Lance
"W� feel we got two very good players. Both are very good athletes
�d netther has begun to reach their potential. We feel that they fit
I�to our needs for next year perfectly," said Dunning. " It was a very
different type of recruiting year. It was a very talented group overall
and playe�s were spread out across the country. We recruited abou�
seven or etght players with only two from Southern California and
'
one each from Illinois, Texas, and Arizona."
KRISSY FIFER
Considered one of the country's top five recruits overall . . . Helped
Altos team advance to Division I state semifmals all four years of
high school career . . . Twice voted all-conference . . . Played for USVBA
Los Altos Volleyball Club . . . Selected as Most Valuable Play at
Colorado Cr�ssroads USVBA Tournament . . . Also recruited by
UCLA, San Diego State, Cal Poly..SLO, and Cal State Long Beach
Int�ded �lleg� major is business...
, One dtmenston about her that is better than anyone
else is that sh
.
ts very t�l and is � incr;edible leaper. She jumps like (former Tige
All-Amencan) Julie Magmot even though she is 6-foot-3. She will play
the game above the net higher than anyone else " says Dunning.
'
DEVIN SCRUGGS
Second team high school All-American pick by "VOLLEYBALL
MONTHLY " . . . Helped Valley Christian team advance to state
.
finals. · Three-ttme League MVP in volleyball and basketball ..
Played· on USVBA Bay Cub formerly headed by John Dunning .. ·
Lettered four years each in volleyball and basketball .. . Earncd one·
letter . .m softball . . . Was a major college basketball prospect also
recrm!ed by Stanford, Santa aara, and Cal State Long Beach '
Recru!ted by numerous top ten volleyball powers including Final Fo�
z)a�hctpanL� Stanf?rd and Texas. . . Earned a 4.0 high school grade
.
pomt average . . . Ltfetime
member of California Scholastic p....a
�erauon. . .
�t jumper, she is very quick, and very intense· She
IS an �A�u�ut � row player also," says Dunning.
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PaofcantPat KJCtn

Presently, there are IS men and flvt

women on the team. The Tigers will travel to Cal State Long Beach tonight for the PCAA Championships.

Swimmer Dennis Miller easUy perfonns a weD executed butterfly during a hard workout in the campus pool .

Two crucia l ga mes l eft
By Brian S. Thompson

Sports Edrtor

he picture isn't pretty for the
Tigers because they will face
Nevada-Las Vegas tonight, and
San Jose State Saturday.
The Tigers must win both games
for even an outside chance of mak
ing a showing in the March 5 PCAA
Conference Tournament to be held
in the Los Angeles Forum.
Currently 6- 10 and in ninth
place in the PCAA race for tourna
ment berths, Pacific has a mathe
matically outside chance for one of
the eight qualifying spots.
By producing a miracle and
upsetting the Rebels, then beating
the Spartans of San Jose State, the
Tigers would surely be in for the
hoopla. But a win only at San Jose
State would produce, at best a tie
with either San Jose Stat�, CS
Long Beach, or CS Fullerton, as
suming any or all of those teams
lose all of their remaining games.
Henceforth, the Tigers no longer
have room for error, but rather
are in a must win situation when
you consider that any possible fu
ture for this season is dependent
upon one of the above teams losing
all of their remaining games.
Using the tie-breaker system Pa
.
Clfic would finish ahead of San
Jose State by virtue of sweeping
the Spartans , would ftnish ahead
of CS Long Beach with a positive
four point differential after splitting
and would toss a coin with
F�e�on by virtue of each team
wmrung by three points.
. If the Tigers do not qualify, it
will be only the second time in the
�ournament's 12 years that a Pacif
Ic team did not advance to the
PCAA tournament (1983-84 was
the other year).
mentioned often before, Pa
Cific s shooting has been its
f�tal undoing this season.
Tigers shot just over 44 percent .
Sa�ur�ay's 90-79 loss to U
Irvine s Anteaters. This was the
.
T�ger's fmest shootin
' g night smce
.
shooung .S9 percent at CS Full
erton on January 27 .

�
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for sale

Apple I I plus computer, 1'40
disk drives, Epson printer,
monitor, word processor/
speller. $650. 00. 944-715
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personals

UOP misses your srnilin8
face! Get better h- in the
meantime look for
here each week!
Love Ya Kiddo!

To Kelley Jeffery:

messages

Stepblli

Start getting in shape for the
Delta to Delta hRun, April 1 1.
All proceeds benefit the AJtleri
can Cancer Society.
Attention UOP runners!

To the best little sister in the
world -Laurie Kempen Keep
up
on those study hours!
Love Ya,

StepbJJiie

ROADTR I P ! Can't wait until
we hit the city. Get out the
french bread and cheese, he!C
we come ! ! hShould be a blaSt•
wild woman!

Lyn, Dar, Erika,
Guavas are melons,
Summe r is hot,
You guys are great,
I love you a lot ! !
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Classifieds

Vuamet sunglasses. Red , cat·
cat·
eye, $40.00. blue,
eye, $30.00. 944-7 1 58.

T

PacrtiCBn/Pat Krohn

A!ter his car accident last year, Domingo Rosari
was unabl e to p lay
this season. But he was able to warm up with t e team
for the first
time at the Tigers' last home game.

�

The Tigers are destined to finish
with the t� 's worst shooting
percentage smce the 1 962-63
season, when the Tigers shot 38. 1
percent. The Tigers are shooting
40.7 percent going into their last
two games.
Pacific's 79 points against UC
Irvine was their most impressive

Tri Delta,

since scoring 79 against
Chico
State way back on December 9
The
. TJgers
'
have reco rded a
.
· to tu
positive
asSISt
rnover ratio in
.
thr� ':'f therr
last four games
ght turnovers Satu
rday w�
err �ow t total sin
:s
ce notching
.
etght agamst New M
extco State
January 8.
·
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Good luck, break a leg
merde. I think you've got
the bag.
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You' re all doing a
JO
.
With Band Frolic. Keep sptililiS·
Remember we are the beSt.
Mr. sbirOff�

John , Oz, and Sue,
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